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Princeton University Players 

Joint Show Proposal Supplement 

Thank you for your interest in proposing a Joint Show!  A Joint Show is one that is co-
produced by Princeton University Players and another student group on campus (such as 
Theatre Intime, Black Arts Company, Princeton Shakespeare Company, etc.). A co-
production allows directors to take advantage of the combined resources of two 
companies in order to put up an unusually complex or large-scale musical. If you are 
interested in proposing such a show, please make sure to submit the following: 

1) Two proposal forms—one to PUP and one to the other company with whom you 
would like to produce your show. 

2) One copy of this Joint Show Supplement to PUP. 

And please answer the following questions: 

1) Why do you want to include different groups in the production of your musical?  
What unique elements would another group bring to the production?  If you are 
proposing to PUP and Theatre Intime, please explain why your show would work 
best in the Hamilton-Murray Theater. 

2) If another company does not include your show in its season, would you be 
interested in having PUP alone produce it? If so, please look over the following 
list of performance spaces and rank them in order of preference. For your first and 
second choices, write several sentences about why your show works in that 
particular space. 

Venues: Matthews Acting Studio*, Forbes Black Box, Richardson Auditorium, Frist Film 
and Performance Theatre, Wilson Black Box, and Whitman Class of 1970 Theater. 

*Note: We can only use this space during the Fall slot. 

Please note that you do not have to propose a Joint Show if you simply want to 
incorporate people from other student groups in your production with PUP (such as 
choreographer, set designer, lighting designer, etc.).  A Joint Show is “joint” because PUP 
shares the role of producer with another company and also shares board duties (such as 
tech hours, boxing, housing, etc.) with this other company. 



 


